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[57] ABSTRACT 
A device for examining pupillary reflex soconstructed 
that a spotlight is applied directly or indirectly to an 
eye of a patient to cause pupillary re?ex, an infrared 
lamp is provided to apply infrared rays to the eye for 
convenience of camera work, and an infrared camera 
and television set or screen are provided to catch and 
reproduce a motion of the pupil into an image. From 
the image of pupillary motion reproduced on the 
screen, an ophthalmologist can readily and exactly 
know the condition of retina, or optic nervous system, 
without any help of oral answer or sign of the patient. 

8 Claims, 14 Drawing Figures 
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OPHTHALMIC DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT 

CROSS REFERENCE TO PRIOR APPLICATION 

This is a Continuation-in-Part of our copending ap 
plication Ser. No. 834,041, ?led June 17, 1969, now 
abandoned. Priority of corresponding Japanese appli 
cations Nos, 43 52595, filed June 22, 1968 and 44 
51 173, ?led June 3, 1969 is claimed under the conven 
tion. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a device for examin 

ing pupillary re?exes, more particularly, to a diagnostic 
device of diseases in the optic nervous system or retina, 
through pupillary re?exes to light. 

2. Summary of the Invention 
If the eye is normal, the retina respond to illumina 

tion by its pupillary re?exes through the optic or brain 
nervous system, and any damage or disorder in the 
optic nervous system is known to cause various types 
of so-called star-blindness. 
The objects of the invention are to provide: 
a device for examining pupillary re?exes permitting 

as to check up on diseases to or damages in an optic 
nervous system or retina and measure a range of the 
field of vision, through the re?ex motion of the pupil 
responsive to a given light; 

to provide a device for examining pupillary re?exes 
so constructed that as a patient is kept within a dark en 
vironment, the motion of his pupil to a given light is de— 
tected, under radiation of infraredlrays by an infrared 
ray camera and reproduced on the screen of a televi 

sion set, whereby a contraction of the pupil responsive 
to the light is exactly observed in detail without the ne 
cessity of a consultation with a patient. Thus any per 
son having difficulties of communication including the 
asphasic, the older person or a child and any patient 
with general paralysis may be easily examined; to pro 
vide a device for examining pupillary re?exes so includ 
ing a light source for directing a spotlight to the eyeball 
of a patient with a number of lamps mounted on a ro 
tary arm member, said means to switch them on and off 
in sequence, and 

the device of the invention in a design which is very 
simply manufactured at a low cost. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a diagram of an embodiment of the device 
of the present invention, showing a spotlight applied to 
a hemispherical screen; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view ofa means to control the direc 

tion of a spotlight employed in th device for examining 
pupillary re?ex shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of a light-projecting 

section of the device shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a side view ofa means to adjust the position 

ofa chin support employed in the device shown in FIG. 
1; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of another form of a de 

vice for examining pupillary re?ex; 
FIG. 6 is a side view of the substantial part of the de 

vice shown in FIG. 5; _ 
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FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view ofa rotary arm mem 
- ber employed in the device shown in FIGS; 

2 
FIG. 8 is a side view of a means for adjusting the 

height of a pillow employed in the device shown in FIG. 
5; 
FIG. 9 is a view partly in cross section of a means for 

adjusting the lateral position of a casing employed in 
the device shown in FIG. 5; 
FIG. 10 is a diagram of a circuit for controlling a ro 

tation angle of the rotary arm; 
FIG. 11 is a view of a part of a means for driving the 

rotary arm; 
FIG. 12 is a plan view of a switch panel employed in 

the device shown inv FIG. 5; 
FIG. 13 is a side view of a part of the switch panel 

shown in FIG. 12; and 
FIG. 14 is a diagram of a circuit for driving lamps on 

the rotary arm shown on FIG. 7, showing also the cir 
cuit connections between lamps and switches on the 
switch panel shown in FIG. 12. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Device for eye examination in the erect position of 
patients. In FIGS. 1 through 4, there is illustrated one 
embodiment of the present invention, preferably for 
eye examination of the patient in a standing or sitting 
position. A screen of a hemispherical shape or a sub 
stantially hemispherical shell extending to cover the en 
tire range of the visual angle of the eyeball, is mounted 
relative to the unit 2 for applying a spotlight, and con 
trolling its direction to any desirable spot visible within 
the extension of the internal wall of said screen 1. The 
amount of light and the time of lighting can be con 
trolled. 
Means to control the direction of illumination 
a vertical arm of the unit 2 is pivotally connected to 

the body thereof with the pivotal connecting point posi 
tioned in alignment with an imaginary line between the 
center and the apex of the hemispherical screen 1. The 
unit 2 is adapted to rotate by 180°, to permit the pivotal 
connecting point as a fulcrum over the head of a pa 
tient by the operation of a handle 2f. A line 20 is 
stretched across a wheel 2d and a wheel 2b through pul 
leys. The wheel 2b is connected to a frame of a light 
projecting section 2a of the unit 2 and adapted to move 
with it. The wheel 2d is connected to a control wheel 
2e and adapted to be rotated by it. Then the wheel 2b 
and the light projecting section 2a are rotated by the 
movement of the line 2c. The unit 2 for applying the 
spotlight comprises a lamp 2g, a lens 2h for focusing 
the light from the lamp 2g, a stop 2 i for controlling the 
amount of the light and a re?ective element 2j adapted 
to re?ect and direct the light transmitted through the 
stop 21'. A timer is connected to control the duration of 
illumination of the spotlight on the screen 1. Thus, a 
spotlight is applied to any desirable location of the 
screen by operations of the control wheel 2e and the 
handle 2f. A chain support 3 for the patient 4 is adjust 
able to set the patient’s eye 4a to the level in alignment 
with a camera lens. ‘ 

Means to control the position of a chin support 
As shown in FIG. 4, the chin support 3 is disposed at 

the top end of a shaft 3f which has a handling wheel 32 
at its other end. The shaft 3fhas a threaded portion and 
is inserted, through a threaded bore of a sliding plate 
3a engaged with the threaded portion of the shaft 3f, in 
a guiding groove formed on the frame of the unit 2. 
Thus, by-operating the handling'wheel 3e, the chin sup 
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port 3 can be moved upwardly or downwardly to adjust 
the patient‘s eye to a required position. The chin sup 
port is free from the rotation of the shaft 3f. Through 
the sliding plate 3a a shaft 3b is inserted, which has a 
threaded portion on either end portion of the shaft 3b. 
Two blocks 3c are ?xed to the frame of the unit 2 and 
each has a threaded bore engageable with the threaded 
portion of the shaft 3b. Handling wheels 3d are pro 
vided on the ends of the shaft 3b, respectively. The 
shaft 3b is freely rotatable relative to the sliding plate 
3a but is ?xed with reference to the axial direction of 
the shaft 3b by a stop rings 3g. Accordingly, by opera 
tion of the handling wheel 3d, the sliding plate 3a is 
moved to adjust the lateral position of the chin support 
3. 
Diagnostic detection and presentation 
An infrared ray television camera 5 is mounted on 

the hemispherical screen 1 at the apex thereof, and, an 
infrared lamp 6 is spaced therefrom to emit, from 
which infrared rays directed to the pupil of the patient’s 
‘eyeball, so that the television camera can detect a tran 
sient motion of the pupil responsive to the light given 
thereto. An image receiving section 7 or a reproducing 
screen such as a Braun tube is aligned with by the tele 
vision camera to reproduced the pupillary re?exes into 
an image. 
The operation 
The chin rest 3 is adjusted to set the patient’s eye into 

alignment with the center of the screen 1 and the televi 
sion camera 5, and the spotlight is applied to the eye 
through the screen 1. The infrared rays are applied to 
the eye, so that the pupillary re?ex to a given illumina 
tion by the spotlight is detected by the infrared camera 
and reproduced into an image on the screen of the 
image receiving or reproducing section 7. A pupil is 
sensitive to ambient visible light and therefore the inner 
part of the screen 1 covering the entire visual ?eld of 
patient must be kept dark. A spotlight illumination is 
applied from the spotlight applying unit 2. To one or an 
other spot along and on the internal surface of the 
screen 1. The lamp 2g is not lit before the shifting oper 
ation of the spotlight applying unit 2 has been ?nished. 
After completion of the shifting operation, the lamp 2g 
is energized for a period of time determined by the 
timer, for examples, for 4 seconds. 
The pupil does not respond to the infrared rays, but 

responds only to the visible light of spotlights. 
The spotlight applying unit 2 is operated to shift a 

spot of light from one position to another within the in 
ternal surface of the screen 1, with variations of inten 
sity of light, and an image of a transient re?ex motion 
of the pupil is received on the screen of the receiving 
section 7. From this, any one can make a diagnosis 
whether there is something abnormal in the retina at 
the location-corresponding to the position of the spot-. 
light. 

If a smaller or larger quantity of spotlight is movably 
applied at a ?xed interval of time or an irregular inter 
val oftime to any point throughout the internal surface 
of the screen 1, the motion of the pupil responsive to 
such spotlight in the darkness will be instantaneously 
reproduced on the television screen and will clearly 
show the condition of the retina or the optic nervous 
system and a range of the visual ?eld of the patient. 
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Device for eye examination with patient in prone posi- . 

4 
In FIGS. 5 through 14 another embodiment of the 

present invention is shown. A bed 11 is provided for a 
patient, with an operation table 12, on which is 
mounted a casing 13 having one open end 130 at its 
front side and by which the upper half of the patient 
body is covered. The open end 13a has a shielding cur 
tain 13b for preventing the outer light from entering the 
casing 13. 
The casing 13 has a television camera 15 mounted on 

its top and lined up to detect the motion of the pupil by 
the employment of infrared ray emitted from units 16, 
which are mounted on a slanted wall of the casing 13. 
A rotary arm control of illumination 
An arch-shaped rotary arm 17 secured to the upper 

internal wall of the casting 13, has an arm portion, a 
central hole 17a through which a lens barrel 15a of the 
television camera 15 protrudes into the casing 13, and 
an upper disc portion 17b provided with annular racks 
170. The rotary arm portion 17 has an internal surface 
provided with a number of lamps grouped in sets of 
three and arranged radially in three rows, lamps in one 
row having diameters different from those of the other 
two rows, the left lamps being the largest, the right 
lamps being the smallest in diameter and those of the 
mid row being of an intermediate size as shown in FIG. 
7. 
A driving mechanism 18 consisting of a motor 18a 

and a gearing mechanism 18!), including a spur gear 
180, meshing with racks 170 is mounted on the disc 
portion 17b of the rotary arm 17 in meshed relation 
through gears, so that one rotation of the motor 18a 
causes a full turn of the rotary arm 17. The spur gear 
180 engages with a gear 18d as shown in FIG. 11. To 
the shaft of the gear 18d is connected a potentiometer 
182 for detecting the position of the rotary arm 17. 
The switch panel 
Two infrared lamps are provided in such arrange 

ment that one of the infrared lamps still applies its rays 
to the pupil, when rays of another lamp are instanta 
neously intercepted by the rotary arm during rotation 
thereof. By rotating the rotary arm 17, a substantially 
hemispherical canopy provided with lamps on its inter 
nal surface is formed. 
A switch panel 19 or an operation panel including a 

dial plate 19a is provided rotatably operative to drive 
the rotary arm 17 through the driving mechanism 18, 
by the same angular extent that said dial plate 19a is 
turned, and push buttons which are pressed to turn on 
a desired lamp 17d of the rotary arm 17, through a shift 
register 19:1 shown in FIG. 14. The push buttons com 
prise a illumination switch 19s, a switch l9ffor shifting 
the position ofa light inwardly, a switch 19g for shifting 
the position of the light outwardly, a resetting switch 
19h, a switch 191' for selecting the size of the light, a 
switch l9j for switching the illumination'of the lamps 
from one arm portion of its rotary arm 17 to the other 
arm portion, an indicator 19k for indicating the size of 
the lamp and a switch 19! for selecting the intensity of 
the light. The energized lamps are indicated on the 
switch panel 19. The dial plate 19a and an indicator 
19m provided on the switch panel 19 for indicating the 
position of an energized lamp on the rotary arm 17 are 
connected through pulleys and belts as shown in FIG. 
12. To the shaft of the dial plate 19a is connected a po 
tentiometer 19d for detecting the position or rotation 
angle of the indicator 19m. When the dial plate 19a is 
turned, the potentiometer 19d is rotated and a voltage 
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corresponding to the rotation angle of the dial plate 
19a is produced. Due to this voltage, the balance be 
tween the resistances of the potentiometers 19d and 
18e are broken, producing a difference in voltage, 
which is ampli?ed by an ampli?er 19c and applied, as 5 
shown in FIG. 10, to the motor 18a to rotate it by a ro 
tation angle corresponding to said difference in volt 
age. The rotation of the motor is stopped when the re 
sistances of the potentiometers 19d and 18e are bal 
anced. Accordingly, the rotary arm 17 is rotated in pro- 10 
portion to the rotation angle of the dial plate 19a and 
the rotation angle of the indicator 19m. The gear ratio 
of the gearing mechanism 18!), the spur gear 18c and 
the rack 17c are scaled to make the rotation angle of 
the potentiometer l8e proportional to the rotation 15 
angle of the rotary arm 17. 
The illumination circuitry 
As can be seen from the circuit diagram of FIG. 14, 

a plurality of lamps l“, 1,2 ["2 having the largest di 
ameter, lamps 121, I22 1212 having the intermediate di- 20 
ameter and lamps 13,; I32 [312 having the smallest di 
ameter are arranged in three rows on one arm portion 
of the rotary arm 17. Similarly, a plurality of lamps 

‘[11,, 1,2, [1,2, of the largest diameter, lamps 121/, 
122' .. . .. 1212' of the intermediate diameter and lamps, 25 

131', 132/ 1312' of the smallest diameter are ar 
ranged on the other arm of the rotary arm 17. The 
switch 19g_for shifting the position of thehlight out 
wardly is connected to a NAND gate 190 and one pulse 
is produced by one operation of the switch 19g through 30 
said NAND gate 190. The shift register 19n is con 
nected to said NAND gate 190 and adapted to out 
wardly shift the position of a terminal in to a high level 
by operating the switch 19g. In the similar way, the 
switch l9ffor shifting the position of the light inwardly 3 
is connected to a NAND gate 19p and one pulse is pro 
duced by every operation of said switch 19f through 
said NAND gate 19]). The shift register l9n is further 
adapted to inwardly shift the position ofa terminal into 
a high level by the operation of the switch 19f. A timer 40 
19b is adapted to close its contacts, for example, for 4 
seconds, by closing the illuminating switch 192. The re 
setting switch l9lz is adapted to reset the shifting of il 
lumination to the lamp 111, I21, I31, [11' [21' or [31' dis 
Posed, at .lhe{1195?.iPYVQIQLPQSLiORQiIJEQTCQPFEEY‘? 
arm portion of the rotary arm 17. The switch l9i has 
three fixed contacts respectively for lamps of the larg 
est diameter, lamps for intermediate ‘diameter and 
lamps for the smallest diameter. 

lamps symmetrically arranged on the indicator 19m. 
Ttansjsmts To- angina are. ¢.<>I.1.n¢_<;_t9s1._at.tl1qir re 
spective bases to a ?rst terminal of the shift register 19:1 
and adapted to be turned on when the terminal is in a 
high level. Transistors Trg and TF2’, transistorsjlfr; 
and Try are Connected thrqugh the YQ$R§°§Y§12§§§§ 
to a second and a third terminal of the shift register 
l9n, respectively. Similarly, the remaining transistors 
are connected to the corresponding terminals of the 
shift registers, respectively. The transistors are turned 
on when the respective corresponding terminals are in 
a high level. - 

Thus as shown on FIG. ‘14 when the switch 191 for se 
lecting the intensity of the light of the lamp is closed; 
the movable contact of the switch l9j is closed to its 
contact connected to the lamps on the left arm portion 
of the rotary shaft 17. The movable contact of the 

6 
switch 191' is closed to its lowest contact in FIG. 14 
which is a contact for lamps of the largest diameter in 
the present embodiment; and the ?rst terminal of the 
shift register 19n is in a high level, the transistor Tr], 
cqnnsswd to. saist?rst tetmittalvgtthgiadicatqtl?lm 
is turned on and the lamp 141 connected to said transis 
tor Tr,’ is energized. Thus, on theindicatorrwm, the 
lamp 141 is lit to indicate the position of the lamp 1“ to 
be lit on the arm 17. Under this condition, when the 
switch 19:; is closed, the timer 19b is operated for the 
determined period of time. Then, the transistor Tr, 
connected to the ?rst terminal of the shift register l9n 
in a high level is turned on and a current is applied 
through the switches 19!, l9j and 191' to light the lamp 
1“ for the determined period of time. Then, the switch 
193 is operated, the position of the terminal in a high 
level is shifted outwardly to the next terminal through 
“is ,EéNpwgate?o and the. ttatsistotlrzt is turned 
on to light the lamp 142 on the indicator 19m for indica 
tion of the position of the lamp to be lit. In the state, 
when the switch 192 is closed, the lamp [,2 on the rotary 
arm 17 is lit in the same manner as mentioned above. 
By operating the switch 19g, the lamp to be lit is thus 
shifted outwardly, while by operating the switch 19f, 
the light to be lit is shifted inwardly due to the action 
of the NAND gate 19p. 
When the switch 191 is opened, a current is reduced 

by a resistor connected in parallel with said switch 191 
and the intensity of the light of the lamp on the rotary 
arm 17 is lowered. 
By closing the movable contact of said switch l9j to 

the other contact, the lamps on the other arm portion 
of the rotary arm 17 are energized. By switching the 
movable contact of the switch 191. to another contact, 
lamps of intermediate diameter or‘lamps of the smallest 
diameter are to be lit. 
Thus, the position of the lamp to be lit is controlled 

by the switches on the switch panel 19 and the lamp en 
ergized is identi?able on the switch panel 19. Stated il 
lustratively, from the indicator 19m can be seen a lon 
gitudinal position of the lamp energized or to be ener 
gized on the rotary arm 17 and from the indicator 19k 
can be seen the size of the lamp energized or to be en 
ergized, or a lateral position thereof on the rotary shaft 
17. A television set 20 transmits a motion of the pupil 
lary re?ex detected by the infrared ray camera 15 into 
an image. Knobs 21 and 22 are provided adjacent each 
other on the upper surface of the operation table 12, 
knob 21 operable for moving the pillow 12a vertically 
to adjust th level of the patient‘s eye; and knob 22 oper 
able for moving the casing 13 in a transverse direction 
according to the position of the patient's eye. 
Means to position patient for diagnostic examination 
As shown in FIG. 8, when the knob 21 is turned, a 

gear 21a ?xed to it is rotated, to rotate in turn a gear 
21b meshed with the gear 21a. This rotation of the gear 
21b is conveyed to bevel gears 21d and 12d through a 
universal joint 21c. A pillow shaft 12c has a threaded 
portion and a nut 12b, ?xed to the operation table 12, 
has a threaded bore engageable with it. By turning the 
knob 21 (FIGS. 5 and 9) the pillow shaft 12c is rotated 
to move the pillow 12a upwardly or downwardly for ad 
justing the patient’s eye to the required vertical posi 
tion. For adjusting each of the patient‘s eyes to the re 
quired lateral position in alignment with the axis of the 
television camera barrel 15a, th knob 22 (FIGS. 5 and 
9) is turned to move the casing 13 laterally. As shown 
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in FIG. 9, when the knob 22 is turned, a shaft 22a 
connected thereto is rotated. It has a threaded portion 
and a sliding means 22b with a threaded bore engage 
able with the threaded portion of the shaft 22a. 
Accordingly, the rotation of the shaft 22a moves the 
sliding means 22b laterally. Thus, the casing 13 is 
moved laterally according to the movement ‘of the slid 
ing means 22b. A guiding means 12e is provided for the 
lateral movements of the casing 13. 
The operation 
The‘ patient 14 lays on his back on the bed 11; his 

head is moved into the casing 13 on the operation table 
12 through the opening 13a and rests stationary on the 
pillow 12a. The knob 22 is operated to move the casing 
13 transversely to the position where the television 
camera 15 can scan exactly the eye to be examined. 
Thereafter knob 21 is operated to adjust the level of the 
pillow 12a, so as to locate the patient’s eyeball at the 
center of said rotary arm 17. 
Subsequently, buttons of switch panel 19 are pressed 

to an operative position to energize three lamps 17d 
positioned at the end portion of the rotary arm 17, and 
the dial 19a is turned to cause rotation of said rotary 
arm 17. In this stage, infrared rays are applied to the 
pupil of the patient 14 through the infrared lamps 16 
to permit the television camera to work, whereby the 
motion of the pupil or pupillary re?ex is transmitted to 
the television screen 20. If light of the lamps enters to 
the diseased or damaged part of the optic nerves, the 
pupil does not contract and shows no response to the 
light. In such a case, the position of the light is recorded 
on a recording-paper. 
Push buttons are turned on or off in the similar man 

ner to energize or deenergize lamps 17d in sequence, 
and at the same time the rotary arm '17 is rotated a full 
turn, thereby permitting examination of the patient re 
sponse to rays of various angles. 
The device for examining pupillary re?ex of the pres 

ent invention as set forth hereinabove is so adapted that 
diseases or damages in the retina or optic nervous sys 
tem are detected and a range of visual field is also ob 
served through the re?ex motion of th pupil to the 
lights rays applied from various angle. Such a pupillary 
re?ex is detected by the infrared camera and repro 
duced into a visible image on the television screen, so 
that the motion of the pupil is exactly observed in de 
tail, without any communication from the patient. Thus 
any person including an aphasic, an older person or 
child, having speech difficulties, and any patient with 
general paralysis may be readily examined. These de 
vices of the present invention contribute to an objec 
tive analysis of the disease. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An optical device for diagnosis of re?exes of the 

pupil of an eye of an individual, comprising: 
A. A substantially hemispheric shell covering the en 

tire range of the human visual angle; 
said shell provided at its apex with an opening for 

a TV camera and an infra-red source of light 
opening spaced from said apex; 

B. A TV infra-red camera mounted with its lens at 
the apex of said hemispheric shell directed toward 
the fulcrum of said hemispheric screen; 

C. an infra-red source of illumination mounted adja 
cent said infra-red source opening spaced from said 
camera to emit rays toward said fulcrum; 
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8 
D. means for positioning said individual with his eye 

in the fulcrum of said hemispheric shell; 
E. means for directing infra-red light from said infra 
red source to the pupil of said eye; 

F. means for illuminating said pupil with a spot of vis 
ible light, including 
an arch-shaped rotary arm provided with a plural 

ity of lamps on its internal surface; 
G. means for moving said spot of light in said hemi 

spheric shell to vary the direction from which said 
spot of light appears to originate to said pupil. 

2. A device for examining pupillary re?ex of a patient 
in an erect position as claimed in claim 1 further com 
prising a casing for covering the upper portion of a pa 
tient‘s body and having the said hemispheric shell 
therein and switch means for controlling the position, 
size, intensity and period of the said illumination lo 
cated outside of the said casing. 

3. An optical device for diagnosis of re?exes of the 
pupil of an eye of an individual, comprising: 
A. means for illuminating said pupil with a spot of vis 

ible light; 
B. means for moving said spot of light in a hemi 
spheric concave area to vary the apparent angular 
direction from which said spot of light appears to 
originate to said eye of said individual; 

C. means for positioning said individual so that said 
eye is centered on said hemispheric concave area; 

D. means for directing infra-red light at said centered 
eye; 

E. television camera means for generating a video 
signal representative of the pupil re?exes of said 
eye as viewed under said infra-red light; and 

F. television display means for displaying said video 
signal as a viewable picture; 
said hemispheric concave area being defined by a 
concave arm rotatably mounted along an axis in 
tersecting with the centered position of said eye; 
and 

said illuminating means being mounted on the con 
cave side of said arm, whereby 

movements of said spot of visible light cause a pat 
tern of reflex responses by said pupil in depen 
dence upon the varying apparent angle of said 
spot as viewed from the position of said eye, al 
lowing said pattern of re?ex responses to be 
viewed as televised under said infrared light. 

4. An optical device for diagnosis of re?exes of the 
pupil of an eye of an individual, comprising: 
A. a concave hemispheric light re?ecting screen, 
B. a source of a directional beam of visible light di 
rected to impinge upon said screen, 

C. means to vary the direction, intensity and duration 
of said beam, ' 

D. at least one source of infrared light, 
E. means connected to said screen to direct the ema 

nation of infrared rays from the infrared source, 
F. a chin support for the chin of said individual, 
G. means to position said chin support, 
H. means to align said means to vary the direction of 

said beam and said means to position said chin sup 
port with each other and with said means to direct 
the emanation of infrared rays and with said hemi 
spheric screen to permit positioning of said pupil at 
about the center point of said hemispheric screen, 
thereby permitting travel of said directional beam 
of visible light over the'interior of said hemispheric 
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screen such that both the visible light and the infra 
red rays illuminate the center point of said hemi 
spheric screen, 

. said means to vary the direction of said beam in 
cluding means to do so at varying angles thereof 5 
within the range of a normal visual ?eld of the indi 
vidual, whereby the pupil is examined at different 
angles ‘in different areas, and 
optical detecting means in optical alignment with 
said center point of said hemisphere for photo 
graphing said eye by infrared light to observe the 
responses of the eye to visible light. 

5. A diagnostic optical device as claimed in claim 4, 
said at least one source of infrared light comprising two 
infrared sources. 

6. An optical device according to claim 4, said at 
least one source of infrared light being a source of a sin 
gle infrared beam, said means to align including means 
to align said infrared beam for continuous intersection 
with said illuminating light beam. 

7. An optical device according to claim 8, wherein 
said optical detecting means comprises altelevision 
camera. 

8. An optical device for diagnosis of re?exes of the 
pupil of an eye of an individual comprising: 
A. a diagnostic table adapted for the head of said in 

dividual, 
B. a light-excluding chamber for the individual’s head 
surrounding said table, 
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C. at least one hemispherical arm with a bearing sup 
port rotatably mounted in a ceiling of said cham 
ber, 

D. A central opening within said ceiling and said 
bearing support, 

E. a television camera, including a lens barrel of said 
television camera protruding through said opening, 

F. means to rotate said bearing support with said 
hemispherical arm, 

G. means to position said pupil in alignment with a 
center line of said lens barrel in said chamber, 

H. means to move the head of said individual verti 
cally in alignment with the geometric center of said 
hemispherical arm, 

. a plurality of sources of visible light beams in said 
arm symmetrically arranged in rows with sequen 
tially decreasing light intensities in each row, 

J. said light beams being in convergence with the geo 
metric center of said hemispheric arm which inter 
sects with the position of the pupil to be examined, 
and 

K. at least one source of infrared light rays placed to 
illuminate said geometric center in optical correla 
tion with said visible light beams, and means to 
control the operation of said visible light beams, 
said infrared rays and said means to rotate said 
hemispherical arm. 

>|< * * * * 


